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Field-ionization threshold and its induced ionization-window phenomenon for Rydberg
atoms in a short single-cycle pulse
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We study the field-ionization threshold behavior when a Rydberg atom is ionized by a short single-cycle pulse
field. Both hydrogen and sodium atoms are considered. The required threshold field amplitude is found to scale
inversely with the binding energy when the pulse duration becomes shorter than the classical Rydberg period,
and, thus, more weakly bound electrons require larger fields for ionization. This threshold scaling behavior is
confirmed by both three-dimensional classical trajectory Monte Carlo simulations and numerically solving the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation. More surprisingly, the same scaling behavior in the short pulse limit is
also followed by the ionization thresholds for much lower bound states, including the hydrogen ground state.
An empirical formula is obtained from a simple model, and the dominant ionization mechanism is identified
as a nonzero spatial displacement of the electron. This displacement ionization should be another important
mechanism beyond the tunneling ionization and the multiphoton ionization. In addition, an “ionization window”
is shown to exist for the ionization of Rydberg states, which may have potential applications to selectively modify
and control the Rydberg-state population of atoms and molecules.
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Studies on the ionization of atoms and molecules in an
external field(s) have greatly broadened our knowledge of
the microscopic electron dynamics, and also deepened our
understanding on the correspondence between quantum and
classical mechanics [1–4]. Correspondingly, various ioniza-
tion mechanisms have been identified for a diversity of
interesting phenomena in different field configurations, such as
closed-orbit theory [5], “simple-man’s” model [6–8], energy-
level splitting and crossings [9], successive Landau-Zener tran-
sition [10], dynamical localization [11], and also impulsive-
kick ionization in a short half-cycle pulse (HCP) [12–14].
Recently, an intense single-cycle THz pulse has been applied
to explore the ionization dynamics for low-lying Rydberg
states of sodium atoms [15], where the field-ionization
threshold was found to scale as n−3 (n denotes the principal
quantum number), in contrast with all the threshold behaviors
discovered before [9–13]. The threshold value is defined as
the required field amplitude F10% for 10% ionization prob-
ability. Different threshold behavior corresponds to different
ionization mechanism. This threshold behavior indicates that,
when the pulse duration tw becomes comparable with (or even
smaller than) the Rydberg period TRyd = 2πn3 (atomic units
are used unless specified otherwise), the possible time effects
imprinted by a short single-cycle pulse can be expected in the
ionization dynamics.

In this paper, a counterintuitive threshold scaling behavior
is found in the short single-cycle pulse limit for both Rydberg
states and much lower bound states, including the hydrogen
ground state. The required threshold field amplitude is propor-
tional to (n/tw)2, which suggests that a stronger threshold field
is required for higher Rydberg states. This threshold behavior
is confirmed by comparing three-dimensional (3D) classical
trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulations with numerical
results from directly solving the time-dependent Schrödinger
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(TDS) equation. It is further supported by a simple model
where the dominant ionization mechanism is identified as a
sudden and finite displacement of the electron in the short
pulse duration. This displacement-ionization mechanism adds
another element in the strong-field ionization regime, which
has received little attention before.

By combining with the adiabatic-ionization threshold in
the low-frequency limit [9], it can be shown that there is an
“ionization window” in the Rydberg series. The location of
this ionization window can be adjusted by the pulse duration,
and its width and height are dependent on the field strength.
Since the generation of Rydberg states has been a routine, and
the selective-field-ionization (SFI) technique has also been
developed to identify the Rydberg-state population in atoms
and molecules [3], this ionization-window phenomenon may
have potential applications in future experiments to modify
and control the Rydberg-state population.

The single-cycle pulses in our calculations are constructed
by the following vector potential:

A(t) = −Fmtw

C0
e−[1± 1

a
tanh( bt

tw
)]( t

tw
)2
, (1)

where Fm and tw are, respectively, the pulse maximum
amplitude and the defined pulse duration; a and b are two
adjustable parameters, and C0 is dependent on the values of
a and b. Here, we first set a = 3, b = 2, and C0 = 1.016.
The signs “+” and “−” in the exponential factor correspond
to an “asymmetric” pulse as in Ref. [15] and the “inverted”
one, respectively. An amplitude-symmetric pulse is given by
Eq. (1) with b = 0 and C0 = √

2e−1/2. Three typical pulses
are plotted in Fig. 1(a) with tw = 1 ps. The total pulse length
is about 4tw. For convenience, a related variable ω = π/(2tw)
is defined to approximately denote the “field frequency” [16].
The applied pulse field [F (t) = −dA(t)/dt] is assumed to be
linearly polarized along the z axis. A pure Coulomb potential is
adopted for hydrogen. For sodium atoms, the following model
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Three typical single-cycle pulses. The solid, the dashed, and the dotted curves represent, respectively, “symmetric,”
“asymmetric,” and “inverted” field profiles given by Eq. (1). (b) Threshold behaviors for sodium with tw = 0.1 ps. The red solid points, the
open squares, and the points indicated by “+” correspond respectively to symmetric, asymmetric, and inverted pulses. The bold dot-dashed
line is from Eq. (4). The solid line indicates the n−3 scaling behavior. (c) Threshold behaviors for both hydrogen and sodium with different
tw values, where a symmetric pulse is applied. The blue circles, the gray triangles, and the red squares display the thresholds for sodium with
tw = 1 ps, tw = 0.5 ps, and tw = 0.1 ps, respectively. The corresponding thresholds for hydrogen are denoted by +. The bold dashed lines are
from Eq. (5). In both (b) and (c), the thin dashed and the thin dot-dashed lines (black online) represent the thresholds for hydrogen and sodium
in the long pulse limit, respectively.

potential is used:

Vm(r) = −Z∗(r)

r
− α

2r4

(
1 − e−( r

rc
)3)2

, (2)

where r is the radial coordinate of electron relative to the
nucleus. α = 0.9457 and rc = 0.7. Z∗(r) = 1 + 10e−a1r +
a2re

−a3r with a1 = 3.8538, a2 = 11.0018, and a3 = 3.0608.
Using 3D CTMC simulations [17,18], the calculated thresh-
olds F10% (field amplitudes Fm for 10% ionization probability)
are displayed in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) as a function of n, where 105

trajectories are launched and the Rydberg electron is assumed
to be initially in a d state with the quantum angular momentum
(l = 2, m = 0). The semiclassical angular momentum l + 0.5
is used in the classical simulations [17].

By applying the different pulses as those shown in Fig. 1(a),
the thresholds for sodium are displayed, respectively, in
Fig. 1(b) with tw = 0.1 ps, which shows no qualitative change
induced by the detailed pulse shape. The other similar results
are presented in Fig. 2, including those calculations with
different initial angular momenta. We find that the threshold
behaviors are not sensitive to the l values, except that an
effective quantum number n∗ should be adopted for sodium
by considering the larger quantum defect for an s state or a p

state induced by the ionic-core electrons. Therefore, the results
presented in the following discussions are mainly for the atoms
initially in a d state, and a “symmetric” pulse is applied.

For different field durations, a very similar threshold
behavior is observed except a global shift between the different
cases [see Fig. 1(c)]. This is not a surprise, because the classical
Hamiltonian is invariant by defining two scaled variables (Fn4,
tw/n3) instead of the three quantities (n, F , tw). As a result of
this invariance [19,20], all the threshold curves in Fig. 1 can
be represented by one curve in the scaled space (Fn4, ωn3)
in Fig. 3(a), where the displayed points are directly from the
data in Fig. 1(c) with tw = 1 ps, and the results from other tw
values are not displayed due to indistinguishability.

In the regime near the thin dashed lines in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 3(a), where the pulse duration is much longer than TRyd,
the threshold behaviors can be understood based on a picture
of the energy-level splitting and crossings [9]. For much lower

Rydberg states, the threshold for sodium is approximately
equal to n−4/16 indicated by the dot-dashed line, in contrast
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Other similar results as those in Fig. 1(b).
(a) The threshold behaviors for hydrogen with different pulse profiles.
The red solid points, the open squares, and the points indicated
by “+” correspond respectively to “symmetric,” “asymmetric,” and
“inverted” pulses. (b) The threshold values for hydrogen Rydberg
states with different angular-momentum quantum numbers, where a
symmetric field profile is used. The red solid points, the open squares,
and the points labeled by + correspond respectively to the required
threshold amplitudes for the Rydberg atom initially at an s state, a
p state, and a d state. (c) is the same as (b) but for sodium, where
an effective quantum number n∗ is used by including the quantum
defects. In all the subplots (a)–(c), tw = 0.1 ps. The dashed and the
dot-dashed lines (black online) represent the thresholds for hydrogen
and sodium in the long pulse limit, respectively.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Threshold scaling behaviors with (a) for
Rydberg atoms and (b) for much lower bound states. ω is defined
as π/(2tw). A “symmetric” pulse is applied. In (a), the open and the
solid circles are from Fig. 1(c) for tw = 1 ps. The quantum results
for hydrogen 15d state at different scaled frequencies are shown by
the red open squares. The dashed and the dot-dashed lines represent
the thresholds for hydrogen and sodium in the low-frequency limit,
respectively. In (b), the open and the solid circles correspond to
the thresholds for hydrogen atoms initially in 1s state and 3d state,
respectively. In both (a) and (b), the bold solid curve (green online)
is from Eq. (6). The thin solid curve in (b) shows the variation of
Keldysh parameter γ associated with the bold solid line. The unity
value of γ is indicated by the dotted line.

with that for hydrogen (n−4/9) denoted by the thin dashed line.
The corresponding ionization mechanism has been identified
as an adiabatic over-the-barrier ionization, and the lower
threshold for sodium is a signature of an avoided-crossing
effect between energy levels due to the presence of ionic-
core electrons. This adiabatic-ionization threshold supplies a
fundamental principle for the SFI technique [3,21]. With the
field varying faster, the threshold for sodium gradually deviates
from n−4/16 as a result of diabatic transition near the avoided
crossings, and finally behaves in the same way as that for
hydrogen. This effect can be observed clearly by comparing
the threshold curves with tw = 0.1 ps and tw = 1 ps in Fig. 1(c).

When the pulse duration becomes comparable with TRyd,
the required threshold field strength can again deviate from the
diabatic ionization threshold, and the time effect seems to be
dominant in the ionization dynamics. For the initial stage, it
has been observed to scale as n−3 recently [15], as indicated by
the thin solid line in Fig. 1(b). However, by going to the higher-
lying Rydberg states where the pulse duration is shorter than
TRyd, the required threshold will not continue to decrease. We
find that a larger field amplitude is required for a more weakly
bound state. In the short pulse limit, the required threshold
is proportional to n2 as shown by the bold dashed line (red
online) in Fig. 1(c). Here, we would like to stress that, in the

short pulse regime, there is no qualitative discrepancy between
the threshold behaviors for sodium and hydrogen atoms.

To further confirm this counterintuitive behavior, a quantum
calculation is made for the hydrogen 15d state at different
“scaled frequencies” (ωn3) by numerically solving the TDS
equation [18,22]. We represent the wave function on a 2D space
spanned by discrete radial points and an angular momentum
basis, where a split operator method is used with a Crank-
Nicolson approximation to propagate the wave function. For
the radial part, a square-root-mesh scheme is used with a
Numerov approximation. The results are displayed by the
open squares in Fig. 3(a), which agrees with the classical
simulations.

In the short pulse limit, the observed threshold can be
understood from a simple model. A similar idea was discussed
in Ref. [23]. Consider a semiclassical atom with a quantized
total energy En = − 1

2n2 ; an electron moves around the nucleus
with rn = n2. Such a simple Bohr’s model is not fully correct
for highly elliptical states, but, as a first approximation, it
provides a reasonable estimation and also insight for the
electron dynamics in an atom [24]. By interacting with a
very short pulse field, the ionization can only occur during
a very short fraction of one Rydberg period. The electron
experiences a sudden displacement �r , and its kinetic energy
is assumed to be unchanged approximately during the short-
time displacement. Following this simple assumption, the
condition for ionization should be

En + 1

rn

− 1

rn + �r
� 0, (3)

which requires �r � n2. In a single-cycle pulse given by
Eq. (1), it can be shown that a freely motion electron
gets no momentum transfer from the field, but has a finite
displacement. For a symmetric pulse, �r = √

(πe)/2Fmt2
w.

Hence the threshold field amplitude Fth is

Fth =
√

2

πe

n2

t2
w

. (4)

Note the symbol “e” on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) refers
to the base of natural logarithms. The predicted threshold in
Eq. (4) is displayed by the bold dot-dashed line in Fig. 1(b),
where a good agreement with the numerical results can be
observed except for a small quantitative discrepancy. We
attribute this small discrepancy to the rough approximations
in estimating rn and �r .

By slightly modifying the constant coefficient on the
right-hand side of Eq. (4), a best fit can be obtained with
the numerical results, and we arrive at

Fth = π

8

n2

t2
w

, (5)

which is shown by the bold dashed lines in Fig. 1(c). By
incorporating the experimental observation [15] (F10% ∝ n−3)
in the middle regime as that shown in Fig. 1(b), we find that the
threshold behavior can be described very well by the following
empirical formula in the whole range from a long pulse limit
to a short pulse limit:

Fn4 = 1

9
e−� + 1

10
�

1
3 e−(�−1)2 + 1

2π
�2e−(1/�), (6)
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where � = TRyd/4tw (=ωn3), which can be considered as
an approximate “scaled frequency.” The above empirical
expression in Eq. (6) is a simple combination of the different
threshold behaviors in the three scaled-frequency regimes [an
exponential factor is used in each term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (6) to turn on the corresponding threshold scaling relation
in each regime]: the first term corresponds to the hydrogen
threshold [F10% = 1/(9n4)] in the low-frequency limit [9],
the second term is from the recent observation [15], and
the last term comes from Eq. (5) directly, corresponding to
the threshold behavior in the short pulse limit. The predicted
threshold curves are shown by the bold solid lines in Fig. 3.

The same threshold scaling behavior in the short pulse limit
is also observed for much lower bound states. For hydrogen 3d

and 1s states, respectively, the required thresholds at different
scaled frequencies are displayed in Fig. 3(b) from numerically
solving the TDS equation. To estimate the Keldysh parameter
γ [=ωn3/(Fn4)] in Fig. 3(b), Eq. (6) is used. The γ

value is often used to estimate the importance of tunneling
ionization [25–27]. In the low-frequency regime where γ is
comparable with (or smaller than) one, the threshold for the
ground state is lower than that for the highly excited states,
as a result of the larger tunneling rate. However, in the short
pulse limit, the ionization threshold for the ground state also
follows the same scaling relation as that observed for Rydberg
states, despite the much smaller γ value [28]. This observation
suggests that the above discussed displacement ionization is
another important mechanism for the strong-field ionization
in short laser pulses, beyond the tunneling ionization and the
multiphoton ionization [6–8]. We note that the signature of
nonzero displacement effect has been discussed recently by
Ivanov et al. using a multicycle extreme-ultraviolet pulse [29].

The proposed displacement-ionization mechanism has sev-
eral fundamental differences from both the ionization dynam-
ics induced by HCP(s) and the conventional field ionization.
First of all, the dominant ionization induced by a short HCP
occurs through a sudden impulsive kick, where a certain
amount of momentum is transferred to an electron [12–14],
and which mainly changes the electron kinetic energy. In
our present situation, however, displacement ionization is the
dominant path, and the ionization occurs through a sudden
spatial displacement of electron, which mainly changes the
potential energy between electron and atomic nucleus. More
importantly, the field ionization threshold in the short HCP
limit has been proved to scale as n−1 [12], which suggests
that the more-weakly bound electron is still easier to ionize. In
contrast, the increasing threshold behavior (n2) induced by the
displacement ionization suggests that the more-deeply bound
electron is easier to get ionized. The following “ionization-
window” phenomenon is one benefit from this displacement-
ionization mechanism induced by a single-cycle pulse. Fur-
thermore, HCP is a particularly tailored pulse in practice.
A real optical pulse must satisfy a zero net-force condition
[
∫

F (t)dt = 0] which is required by Maxwell’s equations.
Nevertheless, the net spatial displacement [

∫
A(t)dt] can be

nonzero. Therefore, the single-cycle pulse is a natural limit of
the fast-developing short-pulse generation technique. When
the electric field of HCP or the present single-cycle pulse
varies slowly enough, the situation will correspond to the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) “Ionization window” for hydrogen Ryd-
berg atoms initially in a d state. The “symmetric” pulse in Fig. 1(a)
is used. The applied field amplitudes for the squares, the triangles,
the open, and the solid circles are 2.5 kV/cm, 5 kV/cm, 50 kV/cm,
and 100 kV/cm, respectively. tw = 0.1 ps for the open circles, and
tw = 1 ps for the others.

conventional field ionization [9], which we have discussed
in the above context associated with Fig. 1(c) where the dif-
ferences between the threshold behavior in the low-frequency
limit and that in the short-pulse limit can be observed clearly. It
is these differences that make the following ionization-window
effect predictable and observable.

Based on the above observed threshold behaviors, an
interesting phenomenon can be expected if a specific single-
cycle pulse is applied to ionize a series of Rydberg states. It
is shown in Fig. 4 for hydrogen d states by using 3D CTMC
simulations. To avoid the possible influence of other m states
in the larger ionization probability, the initial z component of
classical angular momentum is restricted to be from −0.5
to 0.5 [17]. For the low-lying Rydberg states where tw is
much longer than TRyd, the adiabatic ionization is dominant,
and the more deeply bound states cannot be ionized because
Fth ∝ n−4. However, for the high-lying Rydberg states where
tw is much shorter than TRyd, the displacement ionization is
dominant, and the more weakly bound states can be hardly
ionized since Fth ∝ n2. Consequently, an ionization window is
formed by the different threshold scaling relations between the
adiabatic-ionization regime and the displacement-ionization
regime.

Only the Rydberg states falling in the ionization window are
strongly ionized. The location of this window is determined
by the pulse duration and can be estimated from Fig. 1(c)
and Eq. (6). Its width and height can be adjusted by the field
amplitude. The width can also be estimated using Eq. (6).
These features are demonstrated in Fig. 4 by the squares,
the open circles, and the triangles, which supplies a possible
application in future experiments as we discussed above.
It is interesting to note that the ionization seems saturated
suddenly for the Rydberg states with n = 10–20 in Fig. 4
when Fm = 100 kV/cm. To understand this, we first note that
the scaled frequency ωn3 = 0.3 for n = 20 when tw = 1 ps.
For the Rydberg states with n lower than 20, the value
of ωn3 is less than 0.3, and the applied pulse falls in the
low-frequency regime in Fig. 4, where the time effect is much
smaller, and the ionization probability can increase quickly
once the applied field strength becomes slightly larger than the
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required threshold amplitude, which accounts for the saturated
ionization in Fig. 4.

In conclusion, inspired by a recent experiment on the
ionization of sodium Rydberg atom by an intense single-cycle
pulse [15], we have investigated the threshold behaviors for
both hydrogen and sodium atoms in a short single-cycle pulse
field. Besides the recently reported threshold behavior [15],
the required threshold field amplitude was found to scale as
n2 in the short pulse limit. This result has been confirmed
by both 3D CTMC simulations and numerically solving
TDS equation. The ionization threshold for the hydrogen
ground state also follows the same scaling behavior in the
short pulse limit. The dominant ionization mechanism was

identified as a sudden displacement of the electron by a
short single-cycle pulse, and an empirical expression was also
obtained. This displacement ionization, as another mechanism
for the strong-field ionization of atoms and molecules, holds
important implications for the future experiments, especially
with short laser pulses. Finally, an ionization window was
predicted for the ionization of Rydberg states, which may have
potential applications.

We thank Professor C. H. Greene for the helpful dis-
cussions. This work was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences, under
Award No. DE-SC0012193.
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